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Happy Spring to all. Happily, I don’t have too much to report on the COVID front

this month.  We are following the guidance from the DPH and tracking the data so

we can continue to have mask wearing as a personal choice in school.  

The Department of Public Health is strongly encouraging student vaccinations. 

Vaccination helps the community enjoy some freedoms from restrictions and also

discourages the mutation of the COVID virus. 

Recently, there has been a higher incidence of respiratory illness among students

and staff.  It continues to be important to keep your student home if they have any

of the symptoms on the Daily Home Screening tool, and to take a home test for

COVID before returning to school.

Please continue to screen your student for illness and to report any exposure your

student has had to a person with COVID.  We are required to continue being

vigilant for COVID.  Mandated reporting for cases, and appropriated isolation and

quarantine rules still apply for exposures.

Now that the weather is improving, you should expect your student to spend more

time outdoors.  It’s a tricky season to dress for, so please pay attention to the

weather. Students should wear shoes and clothing appropriate for recess play and

wear layers to accommodate cooler mornings and warmer afternoons.     

I suggest you also do routine checks for ticks since they are more active during the

spring season.  Some classes walk on the nature trail, and from time to time

students do pick up ticks from regular play on the playground.  

Make sure your student has a water bottle for school. Our water fountains are

available for students to fill their bottles throughout the day.  Remember that water

is the only drink students should be bringing to school. Milk is offered for lunch and

snack time.  Soda and energy drinks are not appropriate drink choices for school

regardless of age or grade.   


